
JIG + NextGEN Galleries + ARI Fancy Lighbox
Posted by okdigitalcontent - 2017/09/05 17:59
_____________________________________

Hello! 

Thank you for assisting me with my previous issue with the Lightbox plugins cancelling each other out. 

See link: http://www.davidphoto.ca/wedding-portfolio/

I came across a new issue that haven't been able to find a solution myself for: when I click on the gallery buttons at the
top of the Justified Image Grid to reorganize by NextGEN gallery and try clicking on an image, it does not open in the
Fancy Lightbox, it opens as an attachment link. Any idea what could be causing the issue?

============================================================================

Re:JIG + NextGEN Galleries + ARI Fancy Lighbox
Posted by admin - 2017/09/05 18:15
_____________________________________

Hello,

When we click by an image, it opens into the lightbox. See the screenshot below:

 http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/fancybox-ab366524079f8954f54e7c823216ac39.jpg 

Could you specify what browser you use?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:JIG + NextGEN Galleries + ARI Fancy Lighbox
Posted by okdigitalcontent - 2017/09/05 18:19
_____________________________________

Sure thing. I'm using Chrome. Just to be clear, the issue happens only after clicking on a button at the top of the gallery
to reorganize the images. After they've been reorganized the images open as attachments, not in the Lightbox.

============================================================================

Re:JIG + NextGEN Galleries + ARI Fancy Lighbox
Posted by admin - 2017/09/05 19:40
_____________________________________

The problem occurs because JIG changes DOM elements when applies a filter. It requires to re-init the lightbox, add the
following code to "Advanced -> Custom JS code" parameter on "ARI Fancy Lightbox -> Settings" page:


    setTimeout(function() {
        $('.justified-image-grid').each(function() {
            var $this = $(this),
                    plugin = $this.data('justifiedImageGrid');

            if (!plugin || !plugin.createGallery)
                return ;

            var oldCreateGallery = plugin.createGallery;
            plugin.createGallery = function() {
                oldCreateGallery.apply(this, arguments);

                if (arguments.length > 0 && arguments == 'filter')
                    ARI_FANCYBOX_INSTANCE.convertElements();
            }
        });
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    }, 50);


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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